
Healthy Wetlands, Healthy People

A Healthy Wetland - De Hoop Nature Reserve
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Members of the
ROSE Foundation

South Africa is a predominantly semi-arid region, but is endowed
with exceptionally rich biodiversity and natural resources, and water
is our most precious commodity.

Our national average annual rainfall of 500mm falls far short of the
global average of 860mm.

By 2025, South Africa will be one of fourteen African countries
classified as subject to water scarcity (less than 1000 cubic meters
per person per year).

Wetland ecosystems, and the specialised species they support, are
part of South Africa's rich biodiversity. If a nation’s wealth were to
be measured solely in terms of this diversity, South Africa would
rank as the world's third richest country.

Wetlands are an essential resource. As well as being beautiful, they
filter our drinking water, contribute to the protection of coastal and
inland areas, they limit flood damage in low-lying areas and contain
40% of the world’s plant species as well as 12% of animal species.

Unfortunately, between 35% and 50% of South Africa’s wetlands
have been either lost or severely degraded as a result of human
encroachment and thoughtless pollution.

Indiscriminately dumped used oil is one of the worst pollutants to
filter into our water systems and contaminate our wetlands. For
every one litre of oil that is dumped into water, one million litres of
water is contaminated.
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Through the ROSE Foundation and NORA-SA, the lubricants
industry has successfully implemented comprehensive
strategies to support the collection, storage and recycling
of used oil, to prevent it entering our water systems. The
industry is also supporting local and national government
in developing enabling legislation against the dumping of
used oil.

One assumes that the biggest consumers of oil are the
biggest culprits, but the private individual is as much to
blame. The individual ‘DIY’ car enthusiast or taxi driver
who believes it’s fine to change the oil in his vehicle, and
throw the old oil down the drain or bury it, is also doing
untold damage to the environment. ROSE has identified
the support of the DIY motoring market as equally crucial
to the successful collection of used oil.

It’s World Wetlands Day on 2 February: The date marks
the anniversary of the signing of the Ramsar Convention
in 1971. The Convention took place in the Iranian city of
Ramsar and is an inter-governmental treaty to promote
national action and international co-operation for the
conservation and wise use of wetlands and their resources.
There are presently 155 Contracting Part ies to the
Convention with 1 675 wetland sites, totalling 150 million
hectares.

The theme for 2008 is, 'Healthy Wetlands, Healthy People'.



ROSE and NORA-SA partnership

2007 was a momentous year for ROSE and NORA-SA as new structures
were implemented and the partnership reaped results. ROSE Chairman,
Andre de Wet, ROSE CEO, Raj Lochan and NORA-SA Chairman, Don Hunter,
reflect on the past year and set their goals for 2008 and beyond.

CHALLENGES  

Dealing with change and transition was the most daunting task in 2007
as ROSE stepped back from operations, changed the collections system
and developed its relationship with NORA-SA. “Operationally, the biggest
challenge lay in ROSE changing from an 11 year contractual relationship
with a single used oil collector to a relationship with numerous collectors

- many of whom were not initially meeting acceptable levels of environmental
performance,” commented ROSE Chairman Andre de Wet. 

ROSE CEO, Raj Lochan faced the task of cementing relationships and
communicating the changes. “Getting all the players to believe that the
proposed changes were going to benefit everybody and managing
perceptions that all information supplied would be kept as confidential
and not distributed to any other parties, was a difficult task last year,”
comments Lochan.

NORA-SA chairman Don Hunter, believes NORA-SA’s biggest challenge in
2007 was  including and motivating all the players in the industry to get
on board with ROSE’s and NORA-SA’s ini t iat ives, which required
communication, planning and implementation of a new business model,
applying new standards, and auditing the collectors and processors.

HIGHLIGHTS

ROSE changing its relationship with the used oil industry to embrace all
players committed to meeting acceptable environmental standards was
an important milestone in 2007.  De Wet says, “ROSE is proud that the
organisation has been able to fund the upliftment of the standards of a
number of previously disadvantaged collectors so that they are equipped
to participate in the ROSE environmental incentive.” 

A major goal for ROSE was the transition to a new dispensation, and was
achieved on 1 March 2007.  The used oil industry was reorganised through
the formation of the National Oil Recycling Association of South Africa
(NORA-SA), as a representative body for the used oil industry. An
infrastructure was established to enable ROSE to audit NORA-SA members
and process environmental incentive payments to compliant collectors for
used oil volumes collected.

ROSE has also successfully developed a model, funded and established
a number of bulking points which are operated by various independent
collectors. These points serve as intermediate storage facilities in outlying
areas and enable economic transhipment of product to the processors of
used oil.   

In a major shift, ROSE changed from dealing with one preferred/contracted
collector to engaging with almost all the collectors in the industry, which
stimulated entrepreneurial growth in the used oil industry.

NORA-SA Chairman Don Hunter comments, “There are many new players,
especially collectors and processors, who started up in 2007.  Barriers to
entry have been removed, and information about legal requirements and
related documentation are provided as a service to NORA-SA members,
allowing efficient and inexpensive legal compliance.  Growth will also come
from the transportation incentive which will enable collectors to recover
oil in outlying areas and still profitably sell to approved processors.”

FUTURE PRIORITIES

“ROSE is very supportive of the Waste Bill as it formalises the lubricant
industry’s commitment to the responsible management of its waste streams
to protect health and the environment.  There is no doubt that the Waste
Bill will positively influence the current environmental standards in the
used oil industry as has been achieved, for example, in the European
Union,” says Andre de Wet.

As an overriding objective, Andre de Wet believes ROSE needs to continue
to communicate the need to recycle used oil and other waste streams
resulting from the sale of lubricants, hopefully increasing collection
vo lumes.  Th is  respons ib i l i t y  rests  wi th  the lubr icants  indust r y.

“We also want to ensure that the environmental standards of role-players
in the used oil recycling industry continue to improve; focus on raising
awareness of the need to recycle used oil and other waste streams;  ensure
gap areas are identified for the placement of bulking points; expand and
publicise the number of drop-off points for DIY users and build on our
relationship with Government to ensure enabling legislation for ROSE to
meet the environmental obligations of its members,” explains de Wet.

“NORA-SA needs to consolidate,” says Hunter. “We need to entrench the
new standards, systems, procedures, documentation systems and reporting
structures as well as to support and encourage players to remain within
NORA-SA and accept the higher standards set.”

Lochan concludes, “ROSE wants to encourage more collectors and
processors to join NORA-SA. We also want to ensure that the new collection
model is entrenched and consolidated; equitably administer the additional
environmental incentive for used oil collections in outlying areas; agree
and sign co-operation agreements with the Provincial Environmental
Departments and DEAT to ensure that we comply with the requirements
of the Waste Bill.”

A tall order going forward, but judging by an exemplary track record to
date, the used oil industry is certainly putting its money where its
mouth is.

The ROSE Foundation represents the lubricants manufacturers and
marketers, and NORA-SA the used oil collection and recycling industry
in South Africa. The two organisations work in partnership to support
the sustainable collection and recycling of used oil in our country.

Don Hunter - Chairman, NORA-SA Andre de Wet - Chairman, ROSE Board Raj Lochan - CEO, ROSE Foundation



USE A SUMPY

Use a specially designed plastic ROSE Sumpy to collect and store your
used oil in. Sumpy containers are available from most spares shops,
supermarkets and selected garages.

Do not mix other lubricants such as brake fluid or transmission fluid or
other liquids with the oil you have drained out of the engine in the Sumpy.

The SUMPY has the capacity for three to four oil changes. Once it is full,
take it to your nearest drop-off point.

Contact the ROSE Foundation on 021 448 7492 for more information about
obtaining a Sumpy and ident i fy ing your nearest col lect ion point.
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Environmental incentives reward hard work

ROSE asks DIY mechanics for an oil change

A Sumpy offers a clean and easy method for collecting and storing your used oil at home.

Taxi drivers do it on the go and DIY mechanics do it in their own backyards
– changing a vehicle’s oil is a dirty business and more often than not the
used oil is thrown down the nearest drain, where it filters into our rivers.

Besides the serious threat of pollution that discarded oil poses, used oil
still has intrinsic value.

It can be re-processed and used in furnaces for heat or in power plants
to generate electricity for homes, schools and businesses. Used oil can
also be sent to a refinery to be processed and re-refined into lubricating
base oils that are used to re-formulate engine oils.

The used motor oil collected by "do-it-yourselfers" is critical to the used
oil recycling system.

Every drop counts and a DIY mechanic who takes the time to drop off
used motor oi l  at a col lection centre, plays a vital role in helping to
prevent pollution.

R2.0 MILLION ALREADY PAID OUT

The ROSE Foundation is pleased to report that as at the end of December
2007, it paid out approximately R2.0 million in environmental incentives.

The rewards were mostly paid to small previously disadvantaged used oil
collectors who are members of the National Oil Recycling Association of
South Africa (NORA-SA), and are operating in the used oil industry.

Gauteng Branch Chairman Leon van Dyk comments, “Without the initiative
we would not be enabling the collectors who play such a viable role. It
would be extremely difficult for them to do their jobs without the incentive
pay-outs. We have more than 40 collectors in the north and I can already
see the improvements in terms of motivation. It’s a great system - it works
well and is administered well.”

TRAINING

ROSE has also contributed approximately another R1 million towards audits,
training, equipment issues and establishing a base for the recording of
used oil collections, in its endeavours to ensure environmental and legal
compliance in the industry. A further R1 million was spent on providing
bulking facilities in certain gap areas to improve access to storage facilities
for collectors.

NEW ADDITIONAL INCENTIVE

As the momentum of used oil collection increases, ROSE is also pleased
to announce the payment of an additional incentive for collections in
outlying areas. This wil l assist collectors defray expenses for fuel,

DID YOU KNOW? ROSE is giving away 10 000 Sumpys to
do-it-yourself mechanics and taxi ranks to promote the recycling
of used oil.

maintenance and other running costs. As a guideline for implementation,
collections beyond approximately 100 km from the nearest bulking facility
or processor will be eligible to receive an additional 10 cents per litre.
This, ROSE hopes, will encourage collectors to move out of the main
metropolitan areas and collect more used oil from remote districts.

A collector and his team in Middelburg, Mpumalanga.



Approved Used Oil Processors and Collectors
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The Green Guide

Oil Separation Solutions (Pty) Ltd
The Old Oil Man
Exol Oil Refinery
Oil Separation Recycling (Pty) Ltd
Oil-X-Oil (Pty) Ltd
TRD Services
FFS Refiners (Pty) Ltd
Euro-Blitz CC
Oil Separation Solutions (Pty) Ltd
FFS Refiners (Pty) Ltd
FFS Refiners (Pty) Ltd
FFS Refiners (Pty) Ltd
Oilkol (Pty) Ltd
Bulk Mining Explosives

Germiston 011 824 7580
JHB 011 762 2557
JHB 011 769 2257
JHB 011 824 7580
JHB 011 976 2198
JHB 016 429 2872
KZN 031 902 8560
KZN 031 465 0354
Middelburg 082 455 0513
PE 041 484 1536
Pmburg 033 398 1651
W Cape 021 982 5267
National 086 110 1961
Delmas 013 665 1860

021 557 5301
031 902 8560
041 367 2940
082 455 0513
011 824 7580
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NOTICE: NORA-SA AGM 2008
The NORA-SA AGM will be held on 20 February 2008 at Kopanong Conference Centre in Benoni.

Please contact the ROSE Foundation for more information.

Important Environmental Dates

2 February 2008 - World Wetlands Day
17 - 22 March 2008 - National Water Week

22 March 2008 - World Water Day
24 March 2008 - World Meteorological Day

7 April 2008 - World Health Day
22 April 2008 - Earth Day

5 - 11 May 2008 - National Bird Week
22 May 2008 - International Day for Biological Diversity

ROSE Foundation  • Suite A9, Waverley Court  • 7 Kotzee Road, Mowbray 7700  • Tel: 021 448 7492
Fax: 021 448 7563  • Faxmail: 0866 527 384  • E-mail: usedoil@iafrica.com

• Website address: www.rosefoundation.org.za
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